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Abstract 

Background and Objective: Lack of hospital beds can drastically reduce accessibility and 

equity indices in health, and on the other hand, the development of these beds, without 

considering the area's hospital capacity, can lead to a decline in equity indices in the meantime, 

we developed a special importance among different parts of the emergency department hospital 

due to overcrowding and critical situations. Therefore, we decided to conduct a study to estimate 

the number of beds needed in the emergency department of Qazvin University of Medical 

Sciences hospitals by 1400 using dynamic system dynamics modeling. 

Materials and Methods: the present study is applicable in terms of purpose, and uses the 

kind of analytical studies using simulation modeling in dynamic systems method which was 

done in the steps of recognition and definition and the drawing problem of reference diagrams, 

the main problem of mapping the cause and effect of the construction of the reservoir tree - flow 

diagram and its validity in the Vensim software environment for the 5 - year period from 2017 to 

2021. The research environment is the emergency department of five educational-therapeutic 

hospitals affiliated to Qazvin University of Medical Sciences, it means that data on the twelve 

final variables (average time of bed occupancy, usability of the current bed, bed cost, bed return 

interval, functional indicators of the emergency department, population covered by each hospital, 

diagnostic and Paraclinical facilities in hospital, type of hospital, patient's waiting time, 

population growth rate, average number of hospitalized patients in the emergency department of 

studied hospitals and the number of expeditionary patients) are collected in the mentioned period 

of time from the emergency department of the target hospitals. 

Findings:According to different combinations of scenarios (usability of current bed, physical 

exodus of patient under 12 hours, patient waiting time for admission and hospitalization in 

emergency department, determining task of under 6 hours, bed turnover, population growth rate, 

needed bed), the estimation status of bed is different so that it will be estimated by 1400 in the 

case of applying management measures that functional indicators of emergency department such 

as the status of patients under 6 hours and physical exodus below 12 hours can be improved and 

patients' waiting time in the process of admission and hospitalization can be minimized through 

it, which 120 emergency beds to be needed for caring patients and accountability to their clinical 

and care needs. However, changing the status of each of these four indicators and distancing 



 
 

them from the desired level increases this number and causes to be estimated the need for 

emergency beds more than based on the actual needs of the target community. 

Discussion & Conclusion: The mounting hospital beds without planning does not necessarily 

mean efficiency and improvement of the health level of society; therefore scientific and 

systematic planning and the use of systematic methods in relation to estimation of all health 

fields in particular in hospital beds, which allocate considerable volume of the country 's 

financial resources, are especially important. 
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